
Parents’ evening presentation

Helping your son through the UCAS process



This evening….

• Refreshments – please help yourself

• UCAS information – Mrs Christou (current Head of Y13)

• Unifrog information – Mr Wilson (current Head of Y12)

• Questions

• Email: jlansdown@hitchinboys.co.uk - Mrs Lansdown – Head 

of Sixth Form

• We will send out an electronic copy of this presentation to all 

parents so no need to take notes!



University Stats

• 500,000 students are accepted each year

• 78% of students go to their first choice university

• 42% go to university in London

• Business Studies courses are the most popular 

• 60,000 secured their place through clearing

• 35,000 courses are available at 380 universities and 

colleges across the UK so there is something out 

there for your son. 



From HBS….

• About 120 applied

• Some popular courses were….

- 18 for History or Politics

- 15 for Accounting/Finance/Business or Economics

- 10 for Media based courses

- 9 for Geography

- 8 for Sports-based courses

- 8 for Maths

- 5 for Engineering

- 4 for Medicine

- 4 gained places at Oxbridge

- Other courses included Criminology, Law, Product Design and 
Architecture.
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Why higher education?

• Increase potential earnings

• Better career prospects

• Benefit the wider community

• Social and cultural reasons 

• More independence, self-confidence and responsibility

• Personal challenge

• Broadens interests and knowledge

• Better health

• It can be immense fun!



The UCAS journey 



 Start at www.ucas.com

 Find out the UCAS deadlines – make sure your son knows which 

deadline is relevant to them (some are earlier such as Medicine, 

Vets, Dentistry and some later, such as Art foundation courses).

 Research – career options, universities, courses and minimum entry 

requirements. Use Unifrog for this research as it updates every 24 

hours. 

 Attend a UCAS event – even if your son doesn’t know what they 

want to do, speaking to those in the know will help.

 Learn from others – student videos 

are available to watch at ucas.tv.

Research – it’s free and important to do 

Find us on:



Other things to consider

• Work experience – professional 

bodies, charities or at events.

• Finance – course fees, grants, travel 

and living costs.

• Travel – to and from home.

• Accommodation – uni halls or 

private residences?

Living away 

from home...



How can you support the research process?

• Download the 2020 UCAS Parent 

Guide (when available) from the UCAS 

website or we can share it.

• Offer to attend open days with them 

as you may have a different 

perspective.

• Financial assistance – for example 

with railway tickets.

• Try to remain impartial.

Visit 

www.ucas.com/parents

• Sign up to the monthly UCAS Parents’ 

Newsletter.



Key features of the UCAS scheme

• Your son can make up to five choices on one application.

• The 2020 applicant fee is:

• £20 for one choice

• £25 for up to five choices

• Applications received by the key deadlines are given equal 

consideration (however the fact that boys receive offers before 

January 15th suggests otherwise) 

• ‘Invisibility’ – universities cannot see where else students have 

applied.



Key dates and deadlines

May Applicants can register and start to complete their application.

September 2019 Schools can start to submit completed applications to UCAS.

15 October 
Most medicine, dentistry, veterinary sci/med and Oxford or

Cambridge.

30 November
Hitchin Boys’ deadline for us to guarantee the application will be

processed before the UCAS deadline of 15th January 2020.

15 January 2020 Application deadline for most courses.

24 March Many art & design courses (check each course for deadline).

30 June Applications after this date held for Clearing.



The UCAS application



Making the application

Apply is the UCAS online application system.

Each applicant has six sections to complete:

• personal details

• student finance (UK and EU only)

• choices

• education

• employment

• personal statement

When your son completes his UCAS 
application and presses SEND it is 
sent to Hitchin Boys’ School NOT 
UCAS! We will rigorously check it 

before sending it off but we cannot 
access the application to do this 

until they send it to us.



UCAS TARIFF for A Level and AS Level



How will Hitchin Boys’ School support your son?

Date Activity

Assemblies throughout the year Mr Wilson and Mrs Lansdown have spoken to all Year 12s about 

the UCAS process and site.

Thursday 14th March 2019 All Yr12 students within the Hitchin Consortium were taken to 

Brunel University for a Higher Education convention

Wednesday 27th March 2019 Group of potential Medics and Oxbridge applicants taken to 

Epsom for Oxbridge convention.

March and April Teaching staff and tutors were given training on Unifrog

April and May Students worked on Unifrog with tutors

Monday 3rd June 2019 Parental information evening for Unifrog and UCAS

Friday 7th June 2019 UCAS and Employability Day off timetable to draft choices and 

complete a draft personal statement. 

Monday 10th June 2019 Yr12 exams start –the results of these will contribute to predicted 

grades.

Thursday 5th September 2019 UCAS day off timetable to update choices & complete second draft 

of their personal statement.



Personal statements even more important, make sure your son includes: 

• academic achievements, past and present

• interests in the chosen subject area

• knowledge of the subject and enthusiasm to go 

beyond the syllabus 

• what they enjoy about studying

• details of their independent study skills

• 75% about their suitability for the course, 25% other

The questions universities and colleges will ask: 

• Have they chosen the right degree course for the right reasons?

• Do they have a range of interests?

• Does the personal statement confirm their interest in the subject?

• Have they studied independently?

• Are they motivated and committed?

• Do they possess good numeracy and literacy skills?

Personal statement – start early 

Personal statements should 

stand out – tutors receive 

200 per week!

We have two UCAS days booked on the school calendar. 



References

• References have a clear process for completion 

here at Hitchin Boys’ School.

Rough Date Section

12th July 2019 Subject references completed on Unifrog for ALL subjects

September 2019 onwards Yr13 form tutors construct the reference of 4,000 characters by taking 

the subject references and their own knowledge to complete this in 

line with the course applied for.

September 2019 onwards Mrs Lansdown and Mr Wilson check the applications including the 

reference and add predicted grades. If correct it is sent to UCAS, if not 

it can be amended.



Why does the process seem to take so long?
• We are often asked by boys if their application has been sent off.

• Once the first round of applicants (Medics/Vets/Dentists etc) have been sent off, 
everyone is free to apply.

• This usually leads to a cluster of applications around the middle/end of November 
as we will guarantee those submitted by the end of November will be sent before 
Christmas.

• The process is lengthy as we check every single application.

• The student completes their application and clicks ‘Pay and send’. This sends the 
completed application to HBS.

• Mrs Hope ‘fact checks’ the initial application for errors such as not listing A level 
subjects, using a school email address and those who have asked for everything to 
be sent to them in Welsh. The application is added to the UCAS queue.

• Mrs Hope is also happy to check personal statements before the UCAS application 
is submitted. 

• Once the application has been checked, the Head of Year/Head of Sixth Form edits 
the subject and tutor references into an overall reference. 

• The Head of Year/Head of Sixth Form then has a discussion with the student and 
subject staff to agree predicted grades. 

• The completed application is sent to UCAS.



The process

• Staff are not given any additional time to complete UCAS 
and it requires intense concentration. The Form Tutor 
writes the first draft of each reference, based on the 
references of up to 10 subject teachers.

• Often staff will complete it in quiet times before or after 
school as they will still be planning, preparing and 
delivering lessons. 

• For this reason it can take several hours to complete a 
single application. 

• This is the reason why we have a UCAS queue. Once your 
son’s application is submitted it will join the queue. 



Providers may also offer a 

place on an alternative 

course

Decision-making by course providers

Universities and colleges will review:

• personal statement 

• reference

• qualifications

• admissions test results

• interviews

• portfolios

• auditions

An admissions tutor may make one of three decisions:

• unconditional offer

• conditional offer

• unsuccessful



Tracking applications

Track will allow your son to:

• follow the progress of their application 

24/7

• see their choices and personal 

information

• display their offers

• reply to offers online

Track is our online 

system that allows 

students to follow 

the progress of 

their applications



Replying to offers

• When your son receives decisions from all of 

their choices they will need to make their 

replies by a set date.

• They can then hold a maximum of two offers:

• Firm – their first choice. If they meet the 

conditions of the offer they will be placed

• Insurance – acts as a back-up choice and 

only comes into play if they are not placed 

with their firm choice

• If your son fails to reply to their offers by the 

deadline date, all offers will be automatically 

declined.

If they do not receive any 

offers they can make an 

additional choice through the 

Extra scheme



Extra

If your son does not get an offer from any 

of their choices they can use Extra.

• Students eligible for Extra:

• used all five choices

• all choices unsuccessful, cancelled or offers 

declined

• no option for insurance

• universities have 21 days to respond

• existing apply information used

Extra is open 

between 

February - July



Confirmation 
• Exam results are published – many are passed electronically to universities by UCAS.

• Admissions staff check if the applicant has met the conditions of the offer. There are 

four possibilities: 

1. If a student meets the conditions 

of their firm choice. It’s time to 

celebrate!

2. If a student doesn’t meet the conditions of 

their firm choice, but meets the conditions of 

their insurance choice (which should be        

lower), they will be placed at their insurance 

choice. It’s also time to celebrate!

3. If a student has not met the 

conditions of their firm or 

insurance choice (or no 

insurance), they will be entered 

into a process known as Clearing.

4. If a student meets and exceeds the 

conditions of their offer, they are eligible for 

Adjustment. This provides an opportunity for 

them to reconsider where and what to      

study whilst still holding their firm offer.



Applicant enters 
choice details in 

Track

University or 
college will 

make a decision

If unsuccessful 
applicant can 

start again

Applicant 
contacts 

university or 
college to 

discuss 
vacancies

The Clearing process

Clearing

If successfully 

placed –

celebrate!



How can you support the application process?

• Don’t book holidays at key times e.g. 

results day (normally the 3rd Thursday in 

August)

• Engage with the school – find out opening 

times and key contacts, use opportunities 

provided

• Support your son’s management of their 

application.

• Make sure they read everything they are 

sent carefully!

• Prepare them for living away from home:

• cost of living – paying bills

• independent living skills – cooking and 

washing

comforting, proofreading,  

encouraging, testing, 

practising etc.

Be there...



Find out more


